Thursday—March 31, 2011

None

Wednesday—March 30, 2011

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Dakin for a report of an ill student. EMTs administered first aid and AFD transported the student to the hospital – 0113 (1110-185-OF).

Assist Other Agency:
Officers were dispatched to Merrill to assist Amherst Fire Department in locating an ill person. The individual did not call Public Safety but called AFD directly so the location was not known. The individual was a visitor to Hampshire College and requested Amherst Fire Department transported them to the hospital - 0324 (1110-186-OF).

Motor Vehicle Stop:
While on routine patrol, officer observed a vehicle on South Campus Drive pass through a stop sign without stopping. The vehicle was stopped and the driver was identified as a Hampshire College student. The officer explained the reason for stopping the individual and the dangers of driving through stop signs – 2045 (1110-187-OF).

Tuesday—March 29, 2011

College Policy Violation:
While on routine patrol, officers observed a vehicle exceeding the posted speed limit on South Campus Drive. The operator of the vehicle was identified as a student and was reminded of the posted speed limits on campus and the safety reasons for enforcing them. A Dean’s Referral was submitted – 0905 (1110-182-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers were dispatched to Prescott for a report of a student vehicle without a plate or legal registration which has been parked on campus. After requesting that the student comply with the Massachusetts and campus laws without any success, the vehicle was towed. A Towed Motor Vehicle form was submitted and photographs were taken – 1115 (1110-183-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Prescott for a report of an ill student. EMTs administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form – 1835 (1110-184-OF).

Monday—March 28, 2011

All Other Larceny:
Officers were dispatched to the office of Career, Leadership and Activities for a larceny report. Officers took a report from a student worker stating that a banner was hung in Franklin Patterson Hall and was discovered missing the next day. A picture of the banner was obtained and officers will search the campus – 0137 (1110-180-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to the Robert Crown Center for a report of an injured visitor. EMTs administered first aid and the individual signed a Refusal of Care form - 1825 (1110-181-OF).
Sunday—March 27, 2011

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Greenwich for a report of an ill student. EMTs administered first aid and the individual signed a Refusal of Care form – 0100 (1110-179-OF).

Saturday—March 26, 2011

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Dakin for an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and the student was transported to the hospital for further treatment – 0140 (1110-176-OF).

Police Information:
Officers were dispatched to the Dining commons for a report of an individual on campus who had been expelled from Hampshire College. A consultation with the Dean of Students will be held to confirm the issuance of a trespass order against the individual – 0245 (1110-177-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Prescott for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form – 1734 (1110-178-OF).

Friday—March 25, 2011

Fire Alarm:
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Enfield for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was candle smoke. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 0125 (1110-175-OF).

March 24, 2011

Fire Alarm:
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Prescott for two fire alarms. The cause of both alarms was cooking smoke. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 1813 (1110-174-OF).

Wednesday—March 23, 2011

Fire Alarm:
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Dakin for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm appeared to be marijuana smoke. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 0130 (1110-168-OF).

Motor Vehicle Violation:
While on routine patrol, officers observed an employee vehicle exceeding the posted speed limit. The individual was reminded of the posted speed limits on campus and the importance of complying – 1038 (Case 1110-169-OF).

Annoying Behavior:
Officers were dispatched to the bus circle for a report of an individual on the PVTA bus that had been previously trespassed from the Hampshire College campus. A report was taken from a Hampshire student who stated they saw the individual on the bus and felt intimidated by something the person said to them. The student was advised to notify the Amherst Police Department if the individual should approach them off campus in the future and to notify campus police if the individual is seen on campus so they may enforce the trespass order – 0940 (1110-170-OF).

**Police Information – Towed Abandoned Vehicle:**
Officers were dispatched to the Farm Center for a report of an abandoned vehicle. A Department of Motor Vehicles search of the vehicle showed that the plate has been revoked indefinitely. The owner of the vehicle could not be located. The vehicle was towed and a Motor Vehicle Inventory sheet was submitted – 0940 (1110-171-OF).

**Destruction of Property, Wanton:**
While on routine patrol of Emily Dickinson Hall, officers observed a significant amount of graffiti on the garage door and nearby exterior wall, as well as several other areas of the building. Photographs were taken and a work order was submitted to Physical Plant to clean the area – 1545 (1110-172-OF).

**Well-Being Check:**
Officers were dispatched to Merrill for a well being check on a student which was requested by the student’s parents. The student was located and everything is okay – 2037 (1110-173-OF).

---

**Tuesday—March 22, 2011**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Enfield for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 1157 (1110-165-OF).

**Larceny Under $250:**
Officers were dispatched to Dakin for a report of a stolen bicycle. A complete description of the bike was noted and officers will keep an eye out on campus – 1640 (1110-166-OF).

**Hazardous Conditions:**
Officers were dispatched to Enfield for a report of an odor of natural gas. The person reporting the incident stated they noticed the gas odor and went downstairs to investigate finding the burner on a stove turned on with no flame allowing the gas to escape unburned. They then opened the room windows for ventilation. Amherst Fire Department was dispatched to the area and reported no unacceptable levels of natural gas. The student was encouraged to visit the hospital for tests but opted to sign a Refusal or Care form and agreed to have a friend bring them to the hospital – 2320 (1110-167-OF).

---

**Monday—March 21, 2011**

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Prescott for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and advised the student to visit Umass Health Services for further treatment. The student signed a Refusal of Care form – 0503 (1110-163-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Prescott for a report of an ill student. EMTs administered first aid. The student signed a refusal of care form – 2234 (1110-164-OF).

**Sunday—March 20, 2011**

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Dakin for a report of ill student. Officers were informed that the call was for transport to the hospital only. Officers remained with the student and AFD transported to the hospital – 0105 (1110-161-OF).

**Assist Other Agency:**
While on routine patrol, officer observed a vehicle that was wanted by the Amherst Police Department for breaking and entering in Amherst. Once the license plate was confirmed as being the car APD was looking for, Hampshire College officers detained the vehicle until Amherst Police arrived – 0300 (1110-162-OF).

**Saturday—March 19, 2011**

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers were dispatched to Merrill 1st floor lounge for a report of individuals entering a locked area. Upon entering the area, officers observed that the door handle and lock had been severely damaged and the door could no longer be locked. Officers spoke to three students in the lounge. The individuals were asked to remove their belongings and leave the area. A work order was submitted to Physical Plant to repair the damage and a Dean’s Referral was submitted – 0100 (1110-160-OF).

**Friday—March 18, 2011**

None

**Thursday—March 17, 2011**

None

**Wednesday—March 16, 2011**

None

**Tuesday—March 15, 2011**

None

**Monday—March 14, 2011**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Enfield Quad for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 1121 (1110-159-OF).

**Sunday—March 13, 2011**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Merrill Masters for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 1247 (1110-158-OF).
Saturday—March 12, 2011

None

Friday—March 11, 2011

None

Thursday—March 10, 2011

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to the Lemelson Center for a report of an injured student. The student was advised to go to the hospital for further treatment and agreed to have a friend transport them. The individual signed a Refusal of Care form – 2113 (1110-157-OF).

Wednesday—March 09, 2011

College Policy Violation:
While conducting routine fire drills in Prescott, officers observed a covered smoke detector in one of the student’s rooms. The cover was removed and photographs were taken - 0835 (1110-153-OF).

College Policy Violation:
While conducting routine fire drills in Prescott, officers observed the smoke detector had been removed from one of the student’s rooms. A work order was submitted to Physical Plant to repair the damage – 0835 (1110-154-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Prescott for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid. The student signed a Refusal of Care form and a friend transported them to the hospital – 1340 (1110-155-OF).

Fire - Actual:
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Prescott Donut 4 for a fire alarm. The cause of the fire was hot grease igniting on the kitchen stove. The student involved used a fire extinguisher to douse the flames. A work order was submitted to Physical Plant to clean the area. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene - 2216 (1110-156-OF).

Tuesday—March 08, 2011

Annoying Behavior:
Officers were dispatched to Franklin Patterson Hall to meet with a Hampshire College employee who was reporting an annoying phone call. The information was documented and the officers advised the individual in case of future phone calls – 0109 (1110-148-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Merrill B first floor bathroom for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was heat from a power washer being used to clean the area. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 1432 (1110-149-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Merrill B basement bathroom for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was heat from a power washer being used to clean the area – 1450 (1110-150-OF).
Larceny Over $250:
Officers were dispatched to the Public Safety office in the Johnson Library for a report of missing equipment from the Robert Crown Center. A report was taken and officers will investigate – 0430 (1110-151-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to the Public Safety office in the Johnson Library for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form - 1840 (1110-152-OF).

---

**Monday—March 07, 2011**

Fire Alarm:
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to the Greenwich/Enfield House Office for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 0426 (1110-147-OF).

---

**Sunday—March 06, 2011**

Noise Complaint:
Officers were dispatched to Prescott for a report of a large party disbursing and making excessive noise. Upon their arrival, officers observed a very large crowd of students exiting the area and assisted in moving the crowd along with minimal noise – 0214 (1110-143-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Merrill for a report of an ill student. EMTs administered first aid and the student agreed to have friends transport them to the hospital – 0110 (1110-144-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Prescott for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was a faulty smoke detector. A work order was submitted to Physical Plant to repair the equipment – 0322 (1110-145-OF).

Maintenance Problem:
Officers were dispatched to Adele Simmons Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall, Admissions House, Human Resources, and Merrill/Dakin Masters for reports of various degrees of flooding. Work orders were submitted to Physical Plant to clean and repair the areas affected – 0055 (1110-146-OF).

---

**Saturday—March 05, 2011**

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to the area just outside Merrill A for a report of a student injured by slipping on the ice. EMTs administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form. A work order was submitted to Physical Plant to clear the icy area – 0027 (1110-137-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to the Franklin Patterson Hall for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form – 1230 (1110-138-OF).
College Policy Violation:
While on routine patrol of the Merrill/Dakin student parking lot, officers observed a vehicle traveling west on South Campus Drive with a person hanging from the front edge of the vehicle’s roof and lying on the front windshield. Officers stated the obvious danger in this activity, explaining that it is against college policy – 0342 (1110-130-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers were dispatched to Merrill C lobby for a report of an injured student. The student reported falling on the snow and hitting their head. EMTs administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form – 1816 (1110-140-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers were dispatched to Dakin for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and advised the student to seek further treatment at the hospital – 1910 (1110-141-OF).

College Policy Violation:
While on routine patrol of Franklin Patterson Hall, officers were approached by 4 individuals in the building. While speaking to them, one of the individuals appeared to have a bottle of alcohol and walked away briskly. It was determined the individual was a visitor and a minor. The alcohol was confiscated and placed in an evidence locker – 2205 (1110-142-OF).

Friday—March 04, 2011

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Dakin for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form agreeing to visit Health Services in the morning – 0132 (1110-134-OF).

Accident:
Officers were dispatched to the Public Safety office in the Johnson Library for a report of a motor vehicle accident. It was reported that an employee was leaving the Library parking lot when another vehicle backed into their vehicle. A Commonwealth of Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Crash Police Report was filed – 1255 (1110-08-AC).

Larceny Under $250:
Officers were dispatched to the Public Safety office in the Johnson Library for a report of stolen property. A Hampshire College employee reported missing items from the Library loading dock. An inventory was taken and officers will investigate – 1350 (1110-135-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers were dispatched to Greenwich for a report of an injured visitor. EMTs administered first aid and advised the individual to seek further treatment at Umass Health Services. The visitor signed a Refusal of Care form – 2118 (1110-136-OF).

Thursday—March 03, 2011

Annoying Behavior:
Officers were requested by a student to issue a trespass on a known individual for annoying behavior. The officers documented the trespass and it will be served – 1418 (1110-130-OF).
**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Prescott for a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. AFD reset the panel and cleared the scene – 1659 (1110-131-OF).

**Larceny Over $250:**
Officers were dispatched to Dakin for a larceny report. Officers met with a student who reported various items stored in the Dakin lounge. An inventory of items was taken. Officers are investigating possible suspects at this time - 2101 (1110-132-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to the Johnson Library for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form – 2200 (1110-133-OF).

---

**Wednesday—March 02, 2011**

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to the Bridge Café for a report of an injured student. EMT’s administered first aid and the student signed a Refusal of Care form – 1449 (1110-129-OF).

---

**Tuesday—March 01, 2011**

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Merrill for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and the student was transported to Health Services for further treatment – 1530 (1110-127-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs were dispatched to Greenwich for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid. The student signed a Refusal of Care Form and agreed to visit Health Services – 2105 (1110-128-OF).